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Stockley verdict upends school day
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S

tudents and faculty attended a mandatory assembly on Tuesday to listen
to a range of speakers share
their experiences of receiving the news of the not guilty
verdict in the trial of police
officer James Stockley.
The idea of the assembly began at the impromtu
ACES meeting in the chapel on Friday. A number of
students who had been there
wanted the entire school to
share the powerful experience that they felt in the
chapel.
“The idea was to take
the conversation of the
ACES meeting to a larger
community because we felt
that we wanted to get the
idea across that when your
brother is hurting, you
should investigate why and
how you can comfort your
brother,” said ACES moderator Frank Kovarik. “We
thought that this was a way
to do that.”
Students were allowed
to dress down for Spirit

Students during activity period last Friday in M204 discussing reactions to the Stockley verdict.
BY Jack Schweizer
EDITOR IN CHIEF

T

he halls of St. Louis U.
High broke out into
chaos last Friday after former
St. Louis police officer Jason
Stockley was found not guilty
of first degree murder. The
verdict sparked mixed reactions from students, promptcontinued on page 5 ed changes to the weekend’s

sporting activities, and generated numerous plans for
addressing the issue in the
future.
The highly anticipated
verdict—involving the 2011
shooting death of Anthony
Lamar Smith, a black male,
by the white Stockley following a high speed chase—was
released around 9:00 a.m, and
announced to the school over

the intercom just before activity period.
Immediately after hearing the news, teachers and
administrators scrambled to
field hundreds of phone calls
from concerned parents and
organize a school-wide response.
“As soon as it hit, basically the phones went off the
hook with what would be our
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response. Are we closing, is
this campus safe, are there
protests on campus,” said
principal Ian Gibbons, S.J.,
describing some of the questions parents were asking. The
last time a spike in phone calls
had reached that magnitude
was during the September 11,
2001 terrorist attacks.
SLUH, unlike several
other Catholic schools in the

area, decided to have classes
on Friday and not call off
school or have an early dismissal. According to Gibbons,
with no verified announcement from a reliable source,
the administration did not
want to cancel classes based
on speculation that the verdict was going to be released
Friday. They also thought

continued on page 4

Saturday Mass at the Arch
Tom Schilli, ’64 donates $1,000,000
grounds to celebrate bicentennial and hopes to inspire others
BY Jake Hennes
NEWS EDITOR

Ken Viehland
reporter
BY

S

aint Louis University and
Saint Louis U. High will
host a Mass tomorrow for
the Bicentennial celebration. It will be held at the
Gateway Arch grounds at
5:30 p.m. and will be presided by Archbishop Robert
Carlson.
Planning for the Mass
started around a year ago.
According to principal Ian
Gibbons, S.J., St. Louis University has taken the lead
in planning the Mass, but
SLUH Campus Ministry has
been in contact them.
The idea to have a
combined Mass between
the schools was originally

S
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brought about by SLU because the two schools were
originally one and the Mass
will be a celebration of the
last 200 years. Saint Louis
University set the date and
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wanted to have a Mass with
the entire community.
“It’s really cool that we
can come together again, especially because the schools

continued on page 1
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Judge
Appellate Judge James Dowd
presided over three court cases
yesterday in the theater loge as
members of AP U.S. Politics,
Youth in Government, and Mock
Trial looked on. Page 2
News

New prayer service format
Campus Ministry switches to
contemplative focus on prayer
service after surveys. Page 2

t. Louis U. High is no
stranger to extremely
generous support from its
alumni, but for the bicentennial year, SLUH is receiving
a gift that is one of the most
generous in the school’s history. Tom Schilli, ‘64, has
made a $1,000,000 donation to the school that will
become part of the school’s
scholarship fund and will
be named after his parents,
Ben and Laura Schilli. Schilli
hopes the gift will serve as
an inspiring message to all
members of the SLUH family
of being a Man For Others.
Schilli
remembers

opinion

Racism and human experience
Senior James Pollard reflects on
the importance of acknolweding
the racism permeating our culture and the importance of perception in tackling the issue of
racism in the wake of the Stockley verdict. Page 3

feature

Soccer lights
Director of Maintenance Rick
Figge goes into detail about how
the 125-foot soccer, baseball, and
football floodlights are replaced.
Page 3

SLUH as a place where he
was able to build the foundations of being a good man in
business and in life.
After Schilli’s father
died, he took over the management of one of his father’s companies after he had
passed away.
“When I took over the
company it had two employees, myself and another person,” said Schilli. “We had
limited resources, and in the
end when I sold it we had
over 700 people and we had
$100 million in gross revenue.”
Schilli felt the bicentennial was the perfect time
to make a gift that inspired
people to find the generos-

sports

Swimming
Senior captain Barclay Dale
is the first swimmer in recent
SLUH history to qualify for every
swimming event as SLUH swimming continues its undefeated
dual meet record.  Page 9
Sports

Football
SLUH Football gains momentum with a 38-20 win at Jefferson
City, looks ahead towards game
with CBC. Page 9

ity to help students have the
same great experience he
did. Schilling noted how his
parents being able to find
success from very humble
beginnings showed him just
how great the need for education is.
“I grew to really respect
my education at SLUH, like
all young men, not while I
was getting it but many years
after that, and so I felt it was
important that other people
had the opportunity that I
had to go to here. My parents
had a very limited education
and really instilled in me the
idea that an education was
important, and then it kind
of proved itself as a fact as I

continued on page 1
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Judge Dowd holds appeal cases in theater loge

BY Riley McEnery
NEWS EDITOR

T

he September 2017
docket of the Missouri
Court of Appeals, Eastern
District, Division Five, met
under chief judge James
Dowd, SLUH class of ’82,
in SLUH’s theater loge yesterday to hear appeals from
three different cases. Students from social studies
teacher Sean Ferguson’s AP
U.S. Politics class, members
of Youth and Government,
and members of Mock Trial
were able to watch during
activity period, third period,
and fourth period.
The Eastern District is
one of three appellate courts
in Missouri. The Western
District is held in Kansas
City, and the Southern District is held in Springfield.
The Eastern District is
made up of 25 counties, each
with its own circuit court.
Each circuit court hears trials with a jury to reach a
decision on any particular
case. If either party of a circuit court case is dissatisfied
with the result, they have the
option to appeal the decision—this is when the Court
of Appeals hears the case.
The job of the Court
of Appeals is to see if an error occurred in the decision
reached in the circuit court.
They review the record and
apply the law in deciding if
anything was left out in the
trial.
Each hearing takes
about 30 to 40 minutes.

Judge James Dowd hearing the case of an appeal in the loge.

During the hearing, each
side gets the opportunity to
present their argument for
15 minutes, and afterwards
the appellant gets an opportunity to rebut for three
minutes. The three judges
that hear the case then reach
a decision, and two out of
three votes determines the
outcome of the case.
The decision reached by
the Court of Appeals determines whether the appellant

is entitled to another trial in
the circuit court.
“Nobody is ensured a
perfect trial. There has never
been a perfect trial in the
history of Anglo-American
jurisprudence since the time
of the Magna Carta,” said
Dowd. “But you’re entitled
to a fair trial.”
The decision reached
is called an opinion, and
it gets published in a set of
books called the Southwest
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Reporters. In law, precedent
is a very important aspect in
making decisions, so having these cases documented
helps future cases reach a
decision.
There were three cases
being heard in the SLUH
theater loge on Thursday:
State of Missouri v. Carlos
Kimbrough, Robin Barnes v.
Treasurer of Missouri as Custodian of SIF and Park Express, and State of Missouri v.

Keenan W. Robinson.
Chief judge of the Missouri Court of Appeals,
Eastern District James Dowd
organized the event last year
with the principal Craig
Hannick, and set a date for
the event.
The Court of Appeals
often sits at schools around
their jurisdiction.
“They go to several
schools to show what the
District Court of Appeals
does,” said Hannick. “They
just have to have court
somewhere in jurisdiction,
it does not have to be in the
courthouse, so they can decide wherever they are.”
The goal in bringing
cases to schools like SLUH is
to provide a learning opportunity for students.
“It’s important to get
out into the community and
to break down those barriers and the lack of understanding of how our system
works,” said Dowd. “This
student body clearly has the
mental heft to handle what
we are doing and understand
it and are curious about it.”
Although they often
visit schools within jurisdiction, this is the Court of
Appeals’ first appearance on
SLUH’s campus.
“We’ve been to watch
court proceedings before,
but not actually at SLUH,”
said Hannick.
Dowd’s interaction with
SLUH is not limited to the
hearings on Thursday, however. In previous years, he
has worked as a coach for
SLUH Mock Trial, and he
had two sons graduate from
SLUH.
The AP U.S. Politics

class had the opportunity to
view the hearings between
activity period and fourth
period, and some students
involved in Youth and Government and Mock Trial also
watched the hearings. Along
with these groups, any student would to view the hearings during activity period
or during third and fourth if
they had free periods.
Dowd hopes that the
visit to SLUH helped enlighten students on the many
factors that go into law.
“I think it’s important
because there’s so much misinformation in this day and
age from society, social media, and the media generally
about justice, how our system works, what lawyers do,
what judges do, how cases
are decided,” said Dowd. “So
the more that we can get out,
and the more that people can
see exactly what we do and
how it works, the better.”
The Court of Appeals,
Eastern District, expressed
interest in returning to
SLUH in the future for another hearing. Dowd hopes
to impress a message about
what the profession of law is
all about.
“I think the school
should know that it’s a wonderful profession, it’s a wonderful system that we have,
the Judicial branch is there
to protect the rights of the
citizens, to make sure justice
is done and the law is followed, and, even if it is an
unpopular decision, the law
is followed,” said Dowd.

New prayer services focus on student reflection through song
BY Reed Milnor and
Noah Apprill-Sokol
REPORTERS

T

he beginning of the new
school year has brought
a shift in the type of prayer
services for sophomores, juniors, and seniors.
The idea for the change
arose during the summer
after reviewing the results

ASC teacher Riley Dunn playing
piano in prayer service.

of a Campus Ministry survey that was given at the
end of last school year. The
survey indicated that many
students felt a need for
deeper prayer.
“Because of the feedback we received from students, over the summer we
decided to change the focus,” said Director of Cam-

pus Ministry Joseph Hill,
S.J.
Students
and
faculty thought that the services needed a stronger
contemplative aspect to
promote a more prayerful environment. Members
of the SLUH community
expressed mixed feelings
about the prayer services’
contributions to their own
spirituality.
Junior
homeroom
teacher Jennifer Ice has had
both positive and negative
experiences with prayer services from past years.
“I definitely had some
good experiences, but also
some bad experiences,”
said Ice. “It just depended
on what the prayer service
was about. Sometimes the
service was really, really relevant to me and speaking
to me at that moment, and
sometimes not so much so.”
The new prayer services now focus more on
creating a contemplative
environment through music
and song. Students now see
the lyrics to songs projected
on the wall behind the altar,
and they may participate
by singing, while reflecting
on the meaning of the lyrics and how they can affect
their daily lives.
“We are using the richness and the tradition to
allow students to be able
photo | Joe Hillmeyer
to pray,” said Hill. “We will

still have presentations
throughout the year, but the
focus is prayer.”
Opinions
vary
on
whether this new style of
prayer services provide a
better way for students to
begin their day. I think that

Junior Max Johnson
preferred the prayer services from previous years
rather than this year’s style.
“I liked to hear the stories people told,” said Johnson, who, although he likes
the idea of songs during

Adissem hopes that Campus
Ministry will incorporate
more variety into prayer
services occasionally.
Adjustments are still
being being made, as Campus Ministry is going to
continue to evaluate the
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these are an improvement
from last year.
“I think that these allow
for a lot more contemplative
and reflective thought,” said
Gunnar Himich
“I would say that the
prayer services this year
have been more of a challenge, which I think is a reflection of me, not necessarily the prayer service,” said
Ice. “It is just harder for me
to focus. I’m realizing that
I need to find out why I’m
struggling and what I can
do to fix this.”

prayer service, hopes that
more stories by members of
the SLUH community will
be incorporated into the
10-minute sessions.
Sophomore
Komlavi
Adissem thinks that the
prayer services this year
have a lot to offer.
“I’ve become more
comfortable with singing
during the services,” said
Adissem. “Although I liked
the freshman prayer services, I like the meditation
style more.”
Similar to Johnson,

weekly prayer services.
However, at this moment,
Campus Ministry is being
patient and will assess the
impact of the new prayer
service structure over the
long run.
Hill understands that
students and faculty will
have to adjust to this new
style.
“(Prayer through meditation) is a different way
of thinking and using your
mind and using your heart,
and it takes time for people
to get into that,” said Hill.
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Commentary:
Pollard reflects on human experience,
perception, and Stockley verdict
I sat and listened at the
impromptu ACES meeting during activity period
on Friday as one particular student stood, his body
physically shaking, unable
to form a coherent sentence
without being interrupted
by his own stuttering as a
result of his frustration with
judge Timothy Wilson’s
acquittal of officer Jason
Stockley of the first degree
murder of Anthony Lamar
Smith, until he finally said,
“How many black bodies
must be shoved under the
rug before they start stinking up the house?”
He was just one of
many in the room struggling to comprehend what
had transpired. When a student at our school is that
physically transformed by
an event, we should all care.
We can disagree about and
debate whether or not the
fact that only Stockley’s fingerprints were found on the
gun are indicative that he
planted it, or whether or not
the fact that Stockley stated
in the midst of the pursuit
that he was going to kill
Smith is indicative of premeditated intent, and therefore, first degree murder.
What we cannot, however,
disagree with and debate is
human experience.
William J. O’Malley
writes in Meeting the Living
God, our junior year Christian Apologetics textbook,
“An object’s existence and
nature have no dependence
whatever on my personal
awareness of them. Yet my
valid opinion about their
existence and nature are utterly dependent on them.”
(47) The existence of some-

thing is not contingent upon
whether or not one is aware
of it. Regardless of whether
or not I am aware of the racism that permeates American society, it exists. The
existence of racism does not
depend upon whether or
not I personally experience
racism.
One might wonder why
I deem it necessary to state
that racism exists. I deem
it necessary because, quite
frankly, about half of the
white people in our country do not consider racism
to be an urgent matter. The
first step in dismantling any
form of oppression is acknowledging that it exists.
A study by Pew Research
Center found that, as of
August 2017, 52 percent of
white people view racism as
a “big problem.” In contrast,
81 percent of black people
view racism as a “big problem.” What accounts for this
disparity? The disparity in
human experience.
Coach Claggett’s testimony at Tuesday’s assembly
sums up the duality of human experience perfectly.
As a child, he witnessed the
grace with which his uncle
carried himself as a police
officer. Yet as he grew older,
he was the recipient of racial
slurs and even the barrel of
a gun from a police officer.
As I perceived it, to him, the
police represent both grace
and fear.
Questions regarding the
duality of people or images
often associated (generally
by people with privilege)
with seemingly positive aspects of our country are especially pertinent now. Can
the American flag represent

both freedom and oppression at the same time? Can
two contradictory truths
both hold true?
The truth is derived
from reality. Often we mistakenly identify both perception and reality as the
same thing. Perception is
not reality, but the lens
through which we view reality. For example, if I am at
a Cardinals game and Matt
Carpenter somehow makes
solid contact and hits a
homerun, both myself and
the Cubs fan sitting next to
me witness and experience
that home run. We both
have the same reality. Our
perceptions of that reality,
however, are very different.
I am excited, for that home
run represents a positive
thing to me. The Cubs fan is
disappointed, for that home
run represents a negative
thing to her.
So it is with our interactions with all other facets
of society, including our
interactions with the police, and the police with us.
When I am pulled over by a
police officer, I do not feel
any immediate fear. Yet, as
expressed in Friday’s ACES
meeting, when my black
brothers at SLUH and elsewhere are pulled over, they
do fear. Should we fear the
police? A report from the
Missouri Attorney General’s office recently found
that African Americans are
75 percent more likely to
be stopped and searched by
police than Caucasians in
Missouri. Finding it incredibly difficult to believe that
African Americans commit
offenses worthy of being
stopped and searched at a

rate 75 percent higher than
Caucasians, I believe that it
cannot be denied that my
brothers’ fear is valid.
Yet an officer’s fear that
they might lose their life is
also valid. These fears raise
questions like, “Should an
officer’s fear that they might
lose their life at the hands
of a citizen legally permit
an officer to kill a civilian?” or “Are officers given
adequate training to de-escalate stressful situations?”
and “What systemic biases
are held within our police
departments?” I don’t have
an answer. But these are the
questions we must be asking. We must not submit
ourselves to subjectivism,
as O’Malley writes, holding
that “our minds are so helpless in the face of complexities of reality that we can
only make purely subjective judgements about any
objects and events.” Our
minds are not helpless. But
coming to the truth of these
complex issues requires a
steadfast and scrupulous
examination of our own
prejudices and realities, in
tandem with the realities of
others.

Interested in writing for the
Prep News?
Come to the office after
school in the J-wing across
the hall from the art room to
grab an article.
Experience not needed.
Writing not for you? Students are also welcome to
contribute artwork.
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Behind the Scenes: Athletic Floodlights

BY Paul Gillam, Staff,
and Peter Campbell,
Reporter

T

A light post above the soccer field.

3
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here are 13 floodlights
that border our athletic
fields: six on the baseball
field, four on the football
field, and three on the soccer field. Ever wonder what
it takes to replace the lightbulbs?
Because the lights are
so tall, it takes quite a bit of
work to change them. Each
light pole is about 125 feet
tall and contains 15 to 18
bulbs, depending on where
the light is located. SLUH
fortunately has connections
in the electric business, because on average, it takes a
full day of about six to eight
hours of work to change all
of the bulbs, depending on
how many need changing.
SLUH hires DiMaggio
Electric, a company owned
by Jay DiMaggio, ’80, to replace the lights. Because of
the connection, DiMaggio
Electric gives SLUH a discounted price on the bulbs
and ballasts (a device that
limits the electrical current
that goes into the bulb),
which they supply as needed.

“This is our first year
that we use DiMaggio, and
we are so far really happy,”
said Director of Maintenance Rick Figge, who is in
charge of the light replacement.
SLUH rents a 125-foot
lift that DiMaggio Electric
uses to work on the lights.
Boards are placed down
on the fields so the heavy
lift does not ruin anything.
While up with the lights, the
DiMaggio workers change
the 1500 watt bulbs, check
the ballasts, and wipe down
lenses and reflectors to ensure clear lighting.
Typically, the bulbs are
replaced only when multiple
bulbs have burned out, but
if a bulb burns out before a
big football or soccer game,
then DiMaggio Electric is
called in the replace the
bulb.
On average, each light
is relamped every two to
three years and the ballasts
last about ten years. This
past summer, the bulbs on
the football lights were replaced.
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Emergency ACES meeting as students react to Stockley verdict
(continued from page 1)

SLUH was a safe place where
students could stay until the
end of the school day.
“We were sure from all
our conversations that we
could keep a safe campus, and
we felt like it was important
that we’re here and operating,
and it’s much better for us to
be able to talk about and work
through some of the issues on
campus rather than just sending people out into the city,”

decision, including junior
Jack Petersen.
“I was not really surprised by the verdict. I heard
it, and honestly I was not mad
at it at all. I was accepting of
it, I trusted our legal system
and thought that the court did
their job, and I trusted that
they went through the process
of the court system and the
trial and the verdict was just
what it was.”
Sophomore Micah See,

Students wearing black in solidarity with city.

said Gibbons.
The announcement over
the intercom—drafted by
English teacher Frank Kovarik
and read by assistant principal
for student life Brock Kesterson—was meant to give students a direct source of news
about the situation, one uninfluenced by social media
or rumors, according to Gibbons,
But the announcement
came with a mix of emotions
and reactions from students.
Some saw it as an invitation to
leave—and many did.
“My mom made me. She
was freaking out. She’s like,
you need to come home in
case anything happens, and
I’m like ok, not going to complain to that,” said senior Andrew Mikes.
By the end of the day,
over 350 students were documented to have left the building, but Kesterson suspects
the real number was even
larger.
“Based on the eye test, I
would have guessed that probably about half the school was
gone, which means that there
were people who bypassed
having to wait in line or having to go through the process
of checking out and checked
out on their own,” said Kesterson. “I don’t know the exact numbers of that obviously
but I think they probably took
advantage of the chaos of
the day and maybe they split
without going through the official process.”
Others were saddened
by the announcement. Some
were even moved to tears.
“I went through the day
and I saw people literally crying,” said senior Delton Utsey.
Some students thought
the judge had made the right

however, saw the case as part
of a recurring pattern.
“At first I was kind of indifferent because I didn’t immediately recognize how it
affected me. But as I started
reviewing the information
it just hit me just the sheer
number of times this has happened with the same result,”
said See.
Students struggling with
the verdict were encouraged
to go to room M204 where
the Association of Cultural
Enrichment at SLUH club
(ACES) hosted an emergency
meeting, designed to give students a space to talk with each
other and share what they
were feeling. With more than
five different teachers, several counselors, and roughly
50 students, the room was
packed. It quickly became
standing room only.
“I have never seen that
many people in the ACES
room before,” said Utsey.
Junior Darion Mullins
recalled the intense emotions
in the room.
“It was really sad because
people were just pouring their
hearts out,” said Mullins.
“I found myself kind of
shaking,” said Kovarik. “I was
in a pretty keyed up emotional state and I could sense that
people in the room were hurting and I was really impressed
with the way that they were
able to speak to their hurt and
put into words how they felt.”
Many in the room were
angry over both the verdict
and the excitement which
came from other classmates
after the announcement.
Senior Michael Sanders
said he noticed people cheering after the announcement.
“I was walking towards
the locker room and I saw

a group of people just clapping and then they were like,
‘I’m glad he got off ’, and then
someone else said, ‘oh I’m
glad he got off because we get
to leave school now.’ That just
puzzled me and then it made
me mad. Like that’s not a good
excuse to leave school,” said
Sanders. “It just infuriated
me.”
Moderator of ACES Dan
Schuler noticed a similar reaction from students after the
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verdict.
“I did observe a little bit
of people being excited about
practices or games or meets
getting canceled, or like the
opportunity to get to leave
school early,” said Schuler. “If
you heard the news and were
really hurt, and you look over
and someone else is cheering
or laughing or smiling or high
fiving because they now get
out of school, out of practice
or whatever, they get to leave,
you could see there would be
a real disconnect of what other people are experiencing.”
Senior Jared Scott, who
also spoke at the meeting, felt
overwhelmed after the verdict. He was disappointed that
students were not supporting
him. As a varsity running
back, Scott used a football
analogy to put the situation in
context.
“We didn’t have as much
support as we should have because if I’m running a touchdown on Friday, the whole
school would jump up and
go wild and crazy, and you
would get teammates giving
me fives, and people slapping
me on the butt. But then at
my time of need, when there
was an injustice in my community, I felt like there was
no one to really have my back
and slap me on the butt, and
no one to really support me
through something I felt was
important,” said Scott.
As activity period came
to an end, the group, still processing the decision, moved
to the chapel and extended its
discussion through third and
fourth periods.
“It was really beautiful. I
think there was a lot of pain
and confusion initially, and
as people talked through it it
kind of got to this moment

where people started saying,
so now what? What do we do
now?” said Schuler.
By the end of the school
day, the weekend calendar
of sporting events had been
modified in anticipation of
potentially dangerous protests. Hazelwood cancelled
the cross country meet on
Saturday; the JV and freshman football games were
postponed, and later canceled
due to rescheduling problems.
The varsity football team
was bussed back to Vianney,
instead of SLUH, at 1:00 a.m.
after its game in Jefferson City
on Saturday. The administration did not think SLUH
would be safe at that time.
“We had to think ahead
as administrators: what’s that
going to mean when they get
here and is it going to be safe,
is it going to be violent? We
decided that we were comfortable if they would meet
somewhere else, so they went
to Vianney,” said Gibbons.
“And sure enough that very
night we had protesters, they
were on Kingshighway, one
block north of Oakland, trying to get onto the highway.
And that is obviously problematic.”
Besides
changes
to
sports, Student Council (STUCO), with the help of ACES,
readjusted their Spirit Week
calendar to address the issue.
In respect to those impacted
by the verdict, they changed
the SLUH USA theme to college sweatshirts day last Monday. They also had to cut the
FIFA tournament, basketball
tournament, and knee hockey
tournament to allow for an
all school assembly on Tuesday, which senior class president Jack Callahan and junior
Austin Sexton-Warner helped
create.
Over the weekend, sever-

to go to be honest, but I had
to convince them because I
just really felt like I had to do
something. Even though it’s
not going to solve anything,
like it’s not going to solve the
issue, but at least it was something I could do as a 17-yearold.”
During the protest in
the Central West End, Utsey
helped transport cases of water to different churches in
the area, as people handed out
supplies to the marchers.
“You just get hungry. It’s
hot outside. That was one of
the beautiful things I saw at
the protest,” said Utsey. He
also described the scene, saying “I looked as tons of people
just poured in from the highway, and we just connected
and we walked down Kingshighway, like walking peacefully.”
“I originally didn’t go to
Ferguson because partially at
that time I didn’t think it was
a necessity. And then I felt like
this year it was my job to try
to evoke change in any way
that I could,” said senior Sam
Pottinger, who went to the
protest by SLU.
Pierce Hastings, another
senior, attended the protest
in the Delmar Loop, and was
pictured in the St. Louis PostDispatch. He walked from
Forest Park Parkway, down
into and around the Delmar
Loop, where he eventually
sprawled out in the street for
a “die-in” memorializing victims of police shootings
“We laid down in the intersection and for six minutes
nobody talked, it was absolutely silent. Certain people
would yell out the names of
different people of color who
had been killed in the past five
or so years. Michael Brown,
Philando Castille, all of these
names that you hear in the
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Students in the Chapel on Friday

al students marched through
the Central West End, the
Delmar Loop, and across
SLU’s campus in protests to
the verdict.
“I was mad and disappointed and all that, and I
just felt like I had to do something. Like I just could not go
home and stay home,” said
senior Ezana Ephrem. “My
parents didn’t really want me

“It was just a lot of
people outside doing violent
stuff. You could see people
looting, breaking stuff down,”
said Sanders. “So it just impacted me because what if
that comes into my neighborhood, and then that comes
closer to me and my family,
and I don’t want my family
unsafe, nobody wants their
family unsafe.”
Petersen, who comes
from a family in law enforcement, watched the protests on
the news and was angry when
he saw them turn violent.
“I was very, very, very
upset when the riots and the
destruction started happening. My uncle’s a police officer, my mom’s a prosecuting
attorney, and it was very upsetting to see how the police
were being treated and the
destruction that was caused,”
said Petersen.
Events
continued
through the week at SLUH in
response to the verdict.
On Monday, senior Nico
Hernandez encouraged students through social media
to wear all black as a way to
be in solidarity with the city,
a trend he heard was going on
at other schools.
Later on Wednesday, after receiving an email notification from the archdiocese,
President David Laughlin and
campus minister Meg Beugg
attended an interfaith service organized by Archbishop
Robert Carlson in Keiner Plaza, where members of many
different faith groups came
together to pray for peace and
justice in the city.
“It was a really important, I think, but also inspiring group of people coming
together in prayer to say we
think we need God in the
middle of all this, and we
need to have the respect and

news,” said Hastings. “People
make sure that this march
isn’t just a singular incident,
it’s not just for Anthony Lamar Smith. It’s for a whole
host of people.”
Sanders witnessed some
violent protests near his
house, which sits a neighborhood away from the location
Anthony Lamar Smith was
killed.

the dignity of the people and
we need to work for justice
together. So I was really there
just to be in prayer,” said
Laughlin.
“A potentially innocent
person lost their life and it’s
tragic and I think that invites
us, as a society, to really look
at these situations and say
what is going on here,” said
Schuler.
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intent of improving unity
(continued from page 1)

Week and were encouraged
to wear red on Tuesday. The
Red Day theme was a joint
decision between both ACES
and STUCO to unify the student body.
“ACES came to us with
the idea of wearing red as a
sign of unity and the Holy
Spirit,” said STUCO moderator Kate Toussaint.
“What the students who
organized this had in mind
was something that would go
beyond just ACES to bring
together the whole school to
create the sense of brotherhood and that we are all in

the period to give students a
chance to listen to the testimonies but also as a respect
for students’ time and the
stresses of the school year.
We wanted to give them the
option to go off and do whatever they needed for the rest
of the period but also to give
them a small group processing of the testimonies if that
was something they were interested in.”
After an initial introduction to the event and the
reasoning for it taking place
by Kovarik, counselor Mary
Michalski gave a talk about
her emotions on Friday

Erwin Claggett (left) at the assembly on Tuesday.

this together,” said Kovarik.
“Brotherhood is one of the
key spirits of the school.
Wearing red and this assembly was about making brotherhood as much of a reality
as possible.
The goal of the event
was to help the community
in the wake of the social turmoil following Friday’s verdict.
Since
the
event
took place during Spirit
Week, ACES and STUCO
worked
together.
“The idea of a studentto-student assembly came
from ACES, but then combined with STUCO we formulated the entire plan
for what happened,” said
senior class president Jack
Callahan. “Obviously, we
are celebrating Spirit Week
and maybe one of the most
fundamental aspects of the
school’s spirit is unity. We
wanted to take this opportunity to increase our school’s
unity.”
“It was something we
had to talk through the
sooner the better. Any event
that brings our community
closer is a spirit building
event,” said Toussaint. “I felt
that it was an important spiritual moment for our school
to grow closer during a tumultuous time.”
Though the assembly
schedule provided an hour
and fifteen minutes for an all
school event, the assembly
only took 45 minutes.
“We were concerned
that anytime you take away
an activity period, especially one with a fun event
planned, that can put someone in a sour mood,” said
Kovarik. “What we wanted
to do was only use half of

through her family’s connection to the police. She
reflected on the various messages she received updating
her about the protests.
Senior Drew Kirchoff
spoke about the importance
of staying up to date with
current events through reliable sources, touching on
the aspect of the individual’s
need to search out the truth
without the bias of friends on
social media. He gave an account of his own beliefs and

the conversations around
the halls. For him, the chapel
was a place where he and his
SLUH brothers could find
solace during an emotional
day. Utsey described the anger he felt not at those who
politically disagreed with
him, but those who decided
to use the turmoil to leave
school early. Utsey talked
about the importance of
coming together and putting
aside differences to heal as a
community.
Junior Austin SextonWarner talked about how
growing up, he had never
had any negative encounters
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with the police because of
the color of his skin. However, he noted that just because it had never happened
to him does not mean it that
it is not a prevalent problem
in society.
“I decided to speak, because I felt that this issue was
very personal to me and a lot
of my SLUH brothers, so I
want to voice my feelings and
emotions,” said Sexton-Warner. “Even though I believe I
can’t speak for someone else,

new insight and knowledge,
and they will accept my testimony with an open heart
and mind, and still have love
for me at the end of the day.”
Sophomore Peter Curdt
reflected on how living in
the same neighborhood as
the Saint Louis Circuit Judge
Timothy Wilson created disarray in his life, having to
stay with others in fear of the
unpredictableness of what
the protests could entail.
“I was willing after experiencing such a powerful
meeting on Friday I figured I
should speak on that because
it was something worth sharing. A lot of students were
hurting and they have a right
to have their opinions heard.
I had seen a lot of guys cry
who I’d never seen cry before. It was powerful. I also
wanted to share my experience but there was a lot of
crossing between the two. I
can understand anger and
fear for people’s lives,” said
Curdt
History teacher Erwin
Claggett recalled two encounters in his past with
police. In each case, he was
wrongly profiled as a criminal because he met the descriptions of the suspect,
which he believed to be
simply the color of his skin.
He discussed how the only
times in his life that a gun
was drawn on him was by
the police and how it created
confusion and anger in his
life as a result.
After the initial speakers, students were given the
option to remain behind
to further digest what they
had just heard. The small
groups were led by faculty
and spread out across the
Field House floor. The small
groups followed a loose
structure, giving students
the chance to steer the con-

Students and faculty in one of the breakout sessions.

how his opinions changed
the more he researched the
topic for himself.
Senior Delton Utsey
shared the emotions that he
faced after the verdict on
Friday. He described the atmosphere in the chapel and
how it was different from

I at least can represent them
to a certain extent, and since
I played a big role in the idea
of the event and organizing
it, I thought I might at as
well go ahead and speak. I
also wanted the SLUH community to know how I feel,
and hoping they gain some

versations and focus on specific points.
“We did give the facilitators some guidance in terms
of how we wanted them to
facilitate the groups and
some questions for them to
use but there was also some
leeway depending on what

the students said. It was up
to the facilitator to take the
basic structure and adapt it
to what the group needed it
to be,” said Kovarik.
“I thought it was really productive. The students
that didn’t want to attend
the breakout sessions got to
have a free period which was
great because it made for an
even better discussion,” said
Curdt. “If you take the kids
that really want to talk and
a good outline for civil discourse, a lot of good things
can come out.”
After completing their
discussion, the groups were
dispersed and the students
headed back to class.
The student and faculty
reaction to the event was
overall very positive with

said sophomore Kyle McEnery. “But I came out feeling
better about it having heard
personal stories and experiences from people.”
“I wasn’t for having an
assembly but I felt a particularly good vibe in the school
but after it was over it had
me reconsider that stance,”
said psychology teacher Tom
Kickham. “My favorite part
of the day was the high number of people that wore red,
regardless of how they felt
about the ruling.”
“I wasn’t really sure
what to expect because they
didn’t really publicize it until
the day of,” said junior Matt
Hayes. “I thought that it was
run very well and I liked that
there were differing points,
but all under the same topic
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Principal Ian Gibbons, S.J. at the assembly on Tuesday.

of how we’re brothers.”
“I was very unsure for
what it was going to be. All I
knew it was a chance for us to
talk, which that alone was an
exciting thing for me,” said
math teacher Stephen Deves.
“I thought they did a neat
job of kind of tying together a common theme which
seemed to be unity, coming
together even though we
don’t always agree.”
Some students and faculty suggested changes if a
similar event was to be done
in the future. Most of the
suggestions centered around
the number of speakers involved in the event. Many
people wanted more of a
variety on the perspectives
of the students to make sure
a wider variety of opinions
and ideas would be represented.
“For what we wanted to
do with this I am very happy
with it dealing with a difficult time in the school’s
life. I was very happy with
the sense I was getting from
the audience and the thrill of
the speakers to share their
photo | Joe Hillmeyer experiences in such an honest way. I was proud of the
practically the same which school for being open to it,”
I do not think is bad,” said said Kovarik.
junior Liam John. “I think it
was a great opportunity for
the brotherhood at SLUH to
grow.”
“I thought it was just going to be a bunch of people
complaining about politics,”
only minor suggestions.
“I was expecting to listen to people’s true emotions and I was excited to
see if there was a difference
of opinions, but they were
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Spirit Week reigns SLUHpreme: Laser tag, bashball, and trivia
competition highlight the week

Sam Ortmann and Ben
Klevorn
t. Louis U. High looks
back on a successful
week of fun, games, and
school bonding activities as
Spirit Week comes to a close.
Events like bashball and
ping pong happened during activity periods all week
and competitors came out
in droves. The winners of
these competitions will get
crowned today, on Kings
Day, during activity period in
the Si Commons. Kings Day
celebrates those that won
competitions all week as the
kings of SLUH Spirit Week.
Later today, STUCO
will host SLUH Fall Fest at
the top of the turnaround
outside the Danis Field
House. A package deal including pizza, soda, and a
ticket to the football game
against CBC will be sold
for five dollars. Live music
will be performed by SLUH
students as people play yard
games in the field.
One of the most interesting events this week was
laser tag. While not new
(STUCO hosted it on Sunday last year), this was the
first time they hosted it during the school day, and it
was a huge success. Students
could use multiple types
of guns—rocket launchers,
shotguns, machine guns—as
they took cover from their
fellow students around the
rec room.
“Laser tag was probably my favorite event I’ve
ever done in all four years
on STUCO,” said STUCO
president McGrail. “It was so
fun and we had a blast down
there.”
Another favorite event
was Are You Smarter than a
SLUH Teacher? It took place
Thursday during activity
period in the Commons. A
panel of teachers consisting
of Kent Kershenski, Frank
Corley, Myriam Aliste, and
Kaitlin Southerly faced off
against panel of students and
were asked trivia questions
written by math teacher
Craig Hannick.
“I feel like it went well,”
BY

S

Students during activity period bashball on Monday.

“Are you smarter than a SLUH teacher?” yesterday in the Si Commons.

said STUCO Moderator
Kate Toussaint. “And what’s
cool about an event like that,
besides the prep, is that for
no cost students can just sit
there and have fun.”

However, not everything this week went as
planned. In wake of the recent Jason Stockley verdict,
members from ACES, STUCO, and the faculty teamed

Sophomore Peter Kutz playing laser tag in the pool hall on Wednesday.
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up to host an all-school assembly, where students and
faculty members shared
their thoughts and stories
from the verdict. Classes
followed an M schedule to

changed to red to symbolize
unity and the Holy Spirit.
“I was really excited
the way it turned out,” said
senior class president Jack
Callahan. “To see my fellow
students talk was just amazing.”
Despite the fact that it
interrupted their plans for
the week, STUCO was very
supportive of the event.
“It was clear on Friday
that our community needed to talk through that and
work through that,” said
Toussaint. “Speaking with
Mr. Kovarik and a number
of other people, we decided
that absolutely we could
change our Spirit Week activities for this.”
Even though Tuesday’s events and dress down
theme, jersey day, were cancelled, STUCO said that they
plan on having them sometime in the near future.
photo | John Hilker
According to McGrail,
events like Find the Billiken
and Spread School Spirit
Contest also did not receive
much participation.
“Honestly an event goes
by how well you advertise it,”
said McGrail. “We didn’t advertise those well so I’m not
even sure if people are participating.”
But overall, STUCO
feels Spirit Week had a positive vibe amongst both faculty and students and really
highlighted SLUH’s school
spirit.
“I really believe our
spirit week is going great,”
said McGrail.” I couldn’t
have asked for anything better. We had great participation.”
“I feel really good about
Spirit Week,” said Toussaint,
echoing McGrail’s sentiments. “I think the boys
did a really good job planning spirit building events
that were simple but fun.”
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accommodate for the assembly. This meant that activities like 3v3 basketball and
FIFA tournaments did not
happen and the dress down
theme of jersey day was

A student playing laser tag in the pool hall on Wednesday.
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Alum hopes to inspire others to donate STARS book club
begins The Hate U

Give

(continued from page 1)

was going through my
business career,” Schilli said.
Schilli and SLUH have
worked together to decide
how to use this great gift to
inspire the other members
of SLUH community. In order to promote the donation
throughout the SLUH community, Schilli made a video
in which he talks about the
importance of giving back
and highlights the impact
donations make on the lives
of SLUH students.
“We had asked Tom if
we could record him because
he has such a way that is really genuine. I think people
will see how sincere he is and
how much love he has for the
school,” said Vice President
of Institutional Advancement
Melissa Jones said.
President David Laughlin also expressed his gratitude to Schilli and notes how
much it says about his good
character.
“I have known him for
over a decade and throughout the years he has always
remembered the school. He
has stayed in touch with his
classmates and has always
kept a close affinity to the
school. His generosity has
been incredible as well and
this being the bicentennial
makes it very serendipitous.
We’re so grateful he remembers the students and the
school in his generosity, how
he makes a difference beyond
the dollar,” said Laughlin.
The main place where
Schilli and SLUH hope to
see the results his inspiring
of the community is at Cashbah, where he has challenged
alumni to raise $2,000,000.
The goal is to raise revenue
from three areas of Cashbah:

BY Kevin
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sponsorships, fund-a-need
(donations given after hearing the stories of students
who rely on this type of generosity), and the live auction.
This would be double what
a typical Cashbah brings in,
but hopes are high this challenge will be met.
“The video has inspired
people already. We are getting calls from people saying
they want to be a part of this
and asking what they need to
do,” said Jones. “I think with
this challenge we could even
see us do close to $2,500,000.
At least that’s the hope.”
Schilli also expressed the
same hope that his challenge

will be fully met.
“Whether they donate
for Cashbah 200 to get that
donation over $2,000,000
or whether they donate it
at some time in the future,
they should consider what St.
Louis U. High has contributed to their education and
future. I only hope that they
will contribute to contribute and help the tradition to
grow stronger.”
“I’m just amazed by this,
that so many years later he
remembered his parents for
the opportunity and now he’s
giving that same opportunity
to other students, and also
challenging others to do the

same. The values that are his
foundation are humbling,”
said Laughlin.
Schilli said he receives
gratification not from the fact
that he gave so generously,
but what this generosity has
done to ensure that there will
always be deserving students
in the halls of SLUH.
“I have to rely on the
expertise of SLUH to use the
money in the very best way
to promote scholarships for
deserving young men, who
need the opportunity to go
here and to get a good education. That’s the best I can
do, and I hope there’s a SLUH
another 100 years from now,”

he STARS book club is
a place where students
and teachers study, read, and
discuss issues involving race.
The club was founded three
years ago by Brendan Underwood, ’15 in response to
the 2014 unrest in Ferguson.
It is moderated by theology
teacher Rob Garavaglia, and
senior Delton Utsey is currently the leader of the club.
STARS (Student and
Teachers Association for
Racial Studies) meets every
Thursday during activity
period in room M204. The
book club chooses a different
book each semester. The first
semester book is The Hate U
Give by Angie Thomas. Published in February of 2017,
The Hate U Give is about a
16-year-old African American high school student who
witnesses a white police officer shooting her unarmed
best friend.
The story is about “a girl
who lives in a low income
neighborhood but goes to
a private school, something
that a lot of our students
here can relate to,” says Delton Utsey.
The main conflict, the
shooting of an unarmed African American by a white
police officer, is similar to
the shooting of the late Anthony Smith.
“It’s great because it sort
of connects what’s happened
with the Stockley case. Some
of the same things happening out here, I see in the
book,” said Utsey.
Even those who don’t
have the time to read the
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book are free to attend the
meetings; All are welcome.
Each meeting, there will be
a couple of quotes from the
reading that the discussion
revolves around.
“This is a great way
for a student to understand
what it is like to be a student
of color at SLUH. Something that I think most of us
should try to do is reach out
to understand our brothers
here at SLUH and people in
our SLUH community. This
is a good place where you
can get an insight of what
they go through,” said Utsey.
The club is aiming to
connect everyone through
literature and discussion.
“We are hoping to do it
in a way where we give books
to reach out to everybody,
so we all learn something
about somebody new,” Utsey
added.

Students to participate Senior Munsell takes part in STARS scientific
program
in Bicentennial Mass research
Joe Lux
writing my paper if I wasn’t docelebration
ing that,” he said. “I would just
BY
REPORTER

(continued from page 1)

didn’t split until the early twentieth century,” said
Director of Campus Ministry Joseph Hill S.J.
The Mass is hugely important because the schools
pre-date the city of St. Louis
and so it is also a celebration
of the city itself. Since SLU
and SLUH have been central
part of the make up of the
city, an invitation was sent
out the the whole city. Many
of the government leaders
were also invited because it
is part of the city’s celebration and because both the
high school and university
have been very large parts of
the city’s history. The rest of
the city has also been invited
to celebrate with the two
schools.
The Mass will be held
on the grounds under the
Gateway Arch, the location where St. Louis Academy, the original school that
birthed SLUH and SLU.
“I think the location of

the Mass is symbolic of the
schools being firmly rooted
in the city. Also, we would
not fit in any church, so it
makes sense to have outdoors,” said Hill.
SLUH’s participation in
the Mass includes helping
with music, serving, and being a part of the procession.
A very large number if
Jesuits will concelebrate the
Mass, including the provincial of the Midwestern Jesuits.
After the Mass there
will be music and fireworks
to continue the celebration. SLUH’s administration
hopes to have a large portion
of the SLUH community
present, so they have decided to offer a free bus that departs SLUH at 4:30 p.m. and
returns after the fireworks
display.

S

enior Tom Munsell helped
with scientific research in
a college lab as a part of the
Students and Teachers As
Research Scientists (STARS)
program. Munsell applied his
junior year and was accepted
to participate the following
summer.
“STARS is a competitive application process run
through a collaborative group
of our local universities: Washington University, Saint Louis
University, and University of
Missouri Saint Louis,” said
science teacher Mary Russo,
who helps promote STARS at
SLUH.
The high schoolers listen to talks from professional
researchers, and are assigned
to their own lab in one of the
colleges. The labs conduct research on a variety of topics
ranging from Computer Science to Aviation and Engineering to Biomedical Science.
Munsell did his work with
Dr. Keith Stine on the synthesis of nanoporous gold beads
via polymer template and co-
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Senior Tom Munsell wearing his STARS science shirt.

reduction.
“We tried to synthesize
nanoporous gold beads. They
can be used in synthesis and
separation of carbohydrates,
and to an extent proteins. Once
we made them, we would give
them to a biolab,” Munsell said.

The type of work and
hours varied between the labs
and the day of the week, but
Munsell said that he enjoyed
everything they did.
“It was fun. I was pretty
much doing chemical experiments most days in the lab and

walk in in the morning, and
my mentor would say ‘Do this
today’ and I’d put on gloves
and start working.”
Russo also said that the
program gives students a great
advantage both in learning real
world skills in research science
as well as on college applications.
“It’s a really great way for
students to break into what it
means to do science as a process,” she said. “And to get a
taste for the research science
side of things. It gives them
experience and connections
and a competitive edge when
they’re applying to schools.”
Munsell finished the program and his 13-page paper
near the end of July, and he will
be sharing what he learned at
a presentation later on in the
year.
“It’s always extremely impressive, the look that these
students get into research science is pretty awesome,” Russo
said.
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Across
1.The sound associated with “nothing but net”
4. E.g. The Odyssey, The Iliad
8. Your parents set
these really high
10. This melted
dish is cheese or
chocolate
11. A billion years
12. Necessary for
the standardized
tests
14. Light, though
not bright
16. E.g. bronze
____, stone ____,
18. “He trifles” in
Latin
19. The smallest
unit of data in a
cumputer
20. A college student’s “gourmet”
dinner
23. Last night
24. The eyes are
the window to this

25. The title of
Aliste, Alvorado,
Toussaint, and
Campos
Down
1. Your stomach
on Thanksgiving
2. Salt water
3. Consisting of
seven parts
5. Talk to God
6. Language offered at SLUH
7. Soon, shortly
9. Mother’s Day
flower
13. Interested, especially in something mysterious
15. Cell division
17. Loss of memory
19. Saturdays are
for them
21. AMDG for
SLUH
22. “Good” in
French

Condolences
Our thoughts and prayers go out
to senior Emmanuel Parker and
his family after the loss of his
brother, Geoffrey Parker, who
passed away last Sunday.
The funeral will be tomorrow at
2:30 p.m. at St. Vincet de Paul
parish, and a reception will be
held at the parish after the funeral
Mass.

Football grounds Jefferson City; for second
consecutive victory
Nathan Langhauser

Soccer scores big
at CYC Tournament

SPORTS EDITOR

Stephen Ocampo

R

U

oad trip! The St. Louis U.
High football team traveled to Jefferson City last Friday to take on the hometown
Jays, a storied program with
an impressive history. The
Jr. Bills came to play though,
and behind a strong offense,
grounded the Jays 38-20, to
improve their record to 3-2.
On their first drive of the
game, SLUH jumped out to a
quick lead, finding some first
downs through the air before
senior Jared Scott punched in
a 31-yard touchdown run to
give the Jr. Bills a 7-0 lead.
Jefferson City quickly
struck back with a kickoff return for a touchdown, but the
special teams saved a point,
blocking the extra point attempt.
Jefferson City ran a readstyle offense, where the quarterback would make split second decisions about whether
to run the ball himself or give
it to a running back with a
different lane to try to make
SLUH’s defense make plays on
two runners instead of one.
“They run a lot of option, and we went over that
all week, perfecting our techniques and what our jobs are,”

CORE STAFF

Senior Jared Scott against Jefferson City last Friday.

said senior Sean Bender.
After each team struck
quickly in the first quarter, the
defenses settled in and slowed
the game down, forcing consecutive punts on both sides.
The Jr. Bills opened the

second quarter with a score,
making their way downfield
through a balanced run and
pass offense. Scott scored on a
27-yard run to extend the lead
to 14-6.
On the subsequent Jays’
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drive, the common enemies
of the Jr. Bills resurfaced:
penalties, missed tackles, and
giving up big plays. A 21-yard
screen play for a touchdown
and a two-point conversion

continued on page 11

Swimming continues undefeated dual meet
season; imagines State possibilities
John Burke and Joe Feder
REPORTERS

T

he St. Louis U. High
swim team dominated
in the water this past week,
securing a win against Parkway West last Thursday, a
win at the De Smet Invite on
Saturday, and another win
against MICDS on Tuesday.
The undefeated dual meet
season remains intact.
The meet against Parkway West was in some ways
a very routine meet. SLUH
dominated in nearly every
event, and saw an incredible State qualifying cut
from junior Daniel Fink in
the 200 Freestyle, as well as
two more State cuts in the
100 Freestyle and 100 Backstroke by junior Joe Feder.
Notably, senior captain
Barclay Dale qualified for
State in the 200 Freestyle and
the 500 Freestyle, becoming the first SLUH swimmer
to qualify for State in every
possible swimming event in
recent memory. Whether or
not Dale will turn his sights
toward a diving State cut is
unlikely, but also bizarrely
possible.
The biggest accomplishment over the past week for
the swim team was the win
at the De Smet Invite. The
team saw huge time drops
across the board and added
another three individual
State qualifiers with junior

Junior Daniel Fink in the pool at MICDS on Tuesday.

Will “Goose” Slatin qualifying in the 50 Freestyle, senior Jacob Fields qualifying
in the 100 Butterfly, and senior captain Nick Mattingly
in the 100 Backstroke. More
impressive time drops came
from the remaining senior
captains Jack Laux and John
Burke. Laux dropped over
a second in his 100 Breaststroke and Burke was named
Swimmer of the Meet for

coming within one second
of a State qualifying time in
three events.
“We dominated the De
Smet Invite,” said assistant
coach Tony Ciaravino.
The meet was hopefully
an indication of good things
to come.
The swimmers and divers pulled off another win
this past Tuesday against
MICDS in their beauti-

ndefeated more than
halfway through the
season, the St. Louis U. High
soccer team continued its
dominant play this past week,
starting the CYC tournament with two blowout wins
against the St. Mary’s Dragons and the Waterloo Bulldogs.
Coming off a close game
against a highly-ranked Vianney squad, the Jr. Bills found
themselves matched up
against a 2-8 St. Mary’s team.
With head coach Charlie
Martel absent, assistant coach
Bradley Mueller stepped up
as head coach for the game.
“I think Mr. Mueller really proved himself as a solid
coach for the boys despite Mr.
Martel being absent from the
game,” said senior manager
Mark Kimes.
Although St. Mary’s
seemed like the Jr. Bills’ easiest matchup, the team remained focused.
“We were pretty sure
we were going to win those
games, but we needed to go
in thinking they were a regular team,” said senior captain Kurt Schumacher. “We
needed to go in like they were
CBC.”
However, most of the
first half proved fruitless for
the Jr. Bills despite a plethora
of chances.
“We were really dominating with possession,” said
senior Jacob Gremaud. “The
ball was on their half for almost the whole half, but we
couldn’t find the back of the
net.”
With less than four
minutes in the first half, the
Jr Bills set up for a corner
kick. Senior Peter Kickham
launched the kick and found
Schumacher for a header for
the Jr. Bills’ first goal, sparking a scoring frenzy.
“We had gotten a lot of
shots early in the game, and
we just couldn’t put any on
net,” said Schumacher. “So it

really helped guys follow the
example.”
“As soon as we scored,
we were able to loosen up
and play more naturally,” said
Gremaud.
For the rest of the half, it
was all the Jr. Bills.
On the very next possession, senior Ray Goedeker
broke away from the Dragons’ defense and found himself 1-on-1 with the Dragon
goalie. Goedeker chipped it
into the left corner to give the
Jr. Bills a 2-0 lead.
Two minutes later, senior captain Cam Verzino
found himself wide open off
of a beautiful cross from Goedeker to add one of his own.
The second half was
more of the same for SLUH
as they scored another three
goals in 15 minutes: Schumacher off a give-and-go from
senior Buck Chevalier, senior
Jack Steffel off a rebounded
free kick, and, a 20-yard
bomb from Gremaud to secure a 6-0 victory over the
Dragons.
“It’s what we should’ve
been doing the whole time;
we had so many chances,”
said Goodin.
“It was the most exhilarating 15 minutes of my life,”
said senior Dan Frein, who
made his varsity debut that
evening.
In the Jr. Bills’ next
matchup, the team expected
the same result.
“We thought since we
were playing Waterloo and
that Lindbergh beat them 8-0
that it would be a cakewalk
for us,” said Goodin.
However, head coach
Charles Martel had disapproved of this hubris, telling
the team to remain focused.
“We’ve been talking
and they need to increase
their level of intensity a little
more—pressure the ball a
little more so that we can prepare for bigger and better

continued on page 10

photo | Mrs. Kathy Chott

ful, newly-renovated pool.
Similar to the Parkway West
meet, this was a win in routine style. Feder got a state
cut in the 50 Freestyle, Burke
inched even closer to a State
cut in the 50 Freestyle (now
.09 seconds off), and senior
Joe Jellinek continued a hot
streak in the 200 IM with a
very impressive time.
It should be noted that

continued on page 11
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JV Football starts slow; looks to build along with
new coaching staff
Andrew Nester and Luke
Veltz
REPORTERS

S

o far, the JV football season has been off to a rocky
start. With a record of 1-1
against Gateway and Ladue.
The St. Louis U. High JV football has not had the season
they predicted so far.
SLUH beat Gateway 27-0
and lost to Ladue 17-0. The
Jefferson City game was cancelled.
“Honestly, I think our
biggest strength has been our
courage against adversity; we
don’t have the greatest numbers right now but this team
has the fight, the will to want
to win more than prior groups
I’ve been with,” said head
coach Teron Sutherlin. “The
team’s weaknesses are mostly
related to numbers and injuries setting them back.”
Despite the slow start,
Sutherlin remains encouraged. He reaffirms that the

player’s level of dedication
in practice has nothing to do
with their recent losses. They
were having successful practices and getting quality reps
through their scrimmages
with varsity.
When asked what goals
the team had for the rest of the
season, Sutherlin said, “The
rest of the brand new coaching
regime are looking forward to
teaching the boys how to acclimate to a new system of the
game, and preparing them for
the next level—becoming better players and men.”
One thing holding the JV
back is a lot of players being
moved up to varsity, which is
a great thing intrisically but
hurts the talent on the JV roster.
“We’re losing a lot of
talented guys to varsity. Last
year we only had three sophomores playing varsity football,
now we have eight. However,
the new coaching staff is do-

ing a great job.
“They bring more energy than the coaches from
prior years and teach us not
only lessons on football, but
lessons on life as well,” said
junior quarterback Steven
Mack, who looks forward to
the rest of the season with a
positive mindset and is determined to turn the rough start
into a happy ending.
SLUH was supposed

to play De Smet on Sept. 11
at SLUH, but the game was
turned into a freshman game
where the team brought
down seven sophomores to
play against De Smet’s freshman team. The JV team was
not able to play due to lack of
players and injuires.
SLUH’s next game is at
CBC Monday, Sept. 25.

teams down the road,”
said Martel.
“Sometimes we need to
refocus on the game,” said
Gremaud. “We can have fun,
but our main focus must be
the game.”
With Martel’s words, the
Jr. Bills continued their high
level of play. Early on, senior
Will Rudder, the team’s leading scorer, put up a goal for
the team when he went bar
down off an open shot.
Ten minutes later, junior
Reid Horton scored his first
goal of the season to give the
Jr. Bills a 2-0 lead.
The Jr. Bills also had
a strong offensive showing
from junior forward Louis
Vacca, who put up the final
goal of the night after a Bulldog defender botched a clear
off a corner straight into Vacca, who headed it into the net.
For the rest of the game,
the Jr. Bills balled out defensively, allowing no shots on
goal and keeping possession
for most of the second half to
coast to the 3-0 victory.
With these victories,
the Jr. Bills had moved up to
No. 13 in the nation and defended their No. 1 ranking in
the state. However the Jr. Bills
still have to battle through
some tough squads in the
CYC tournament as they will

Junior Louis Vacca against St. Mary’s on Monday.

play in the semifinals this
weekend. Possible matchups
include rivals CBC or De
Smet, or Webster Groves or
Vianney.
“I feel excited about that,
but the guys need to understand that there are 10 teams
in this area that could be

ranked 13th in the country
if the ball rolls the right way
at certain times,” said Martel.
“We’ve been fortunate. We’ve
created our own good will,
but we need to understand
that we’re not heads above
everyone else, and we need to
keep playing hard.”
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XC uses cancellation for
time trial; looks forward
to Palatine and Hancock
Matthew Quinlan
CORE STAFF

D

ue to concerns over
the Stockley verdict
last Friday, the cross country team’s scheduled meet,
the Paul Enke Cross Country Invitational hosted by
Hazelwood Central High
School at Sioux Passage
Park, was cancelled.
art | Jackson DuCharme
Instead, the team elected to make a time trial contest between squads that
were determined by the
results of the Forest Park
Cross Country Festival and
practice workout groups.
The teams had a little fun
with the competition, with
the names ranging from
“Sluhpreme” to the basketball allusion “2kXC.”
Junior Jack Buehring
won the entire race, finishing with a time of 17:39,
which was a personal record. Following Buehring
were junior Charlie Perry
and sophomore Joe Callahan, both of whom earned
personal records. Callahan’s
time of 17:48 qualified him
for a varsity letter in the
program.
The cross country team
is looking forward to racing
at the Palatine and Hancock
meets this Saturday.
The top 14 runners on
the team will be travelling to
Chicago to run at the Palatine Cross Country Invitational, where they will face
competition from across the
country and gain valuable
travelling experience.
“It’s an honor to be
chosen to go because one of
the main ideas of the trip is
to give experience on what
travelling to State is like,”
said junior Chris Staley.
“The other guys going are a
great group of guys and it’s a
very cohesive group.”

Ball continues to roll for soccer; ranked 13th in the nation
(continued from page 9)
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For many of the varsity
runners, this will be the first
time they race at Palatine
and participate in a meet of
this magnitude.
“When I first heard I
was guaranteed a spot, I
was pumped,” said Staley.
“I think we are going to do
very well at the meet, and
we want to get top 10 as a
team for varsity. I’m still really nervous because it’s my
first year running it, and it’s
a super-competitive meet.”
The varsity runners are
also hoping to work on their
time spacing, something
they had trouble with at the
Festival.
“Where we lacked in
the Festival was our one to
five spread—in Granite City
it was like 45 seconds, and it
was about a 1:09 at the Festival—so bringing that gap
back together,” said head
coach Joe Porter. “Our first
three ran really well together, with Paul Burka, Reed
Milnor, and Patrick Hetlage,
we just have to get the rest
of the guys to get back closer to it.”
The rest of the cross
country team will be participating in the 55th Annual
Hancock Invitational at Jefferson Barracks Park.
“We’re at 12 guys that
have broken 18 minutes for
5K this year,” said Porter.
“When we start thinking
about it that way that’s incredibly deep, and it’s nice
for guys who don’t have a
chance at a varsity race unless we put them in something like Hancock.”

photo | Joe Hillmeyer

The team’s next game is
today agaiinst Kirkwood at 6
p.m. at Soccer Park.
“Come out and watch
the boys in blue and the best
managers this side of the Mississippi,” said senior manager
Peter O’Malley.

In his first time ever starting on defense, senior Anthony Freeman registered six
tackles and one sack against
the Jefferson City Jays in a 3821 victory.
art | Ian Shocklee

Senior Anthony Freeman

photo | Mrs. Kathy Chott
art| Jackson Ducharme
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Football looks to build on recent
success against CBC tonight

Prep News
Swimming looks to repeat 2003
success at COMO
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(continued from page 9)

tied the score at 14.
SLUH struck back, making their way down to the red
zone, but consecutive penalties pushed them back. A
20-yard pass from Hannah
to senior AJ Hardin regained
the lead just before halftime,
21-14.
With the running game
opening up receivers for Hannah to find, Jefferson City
was forced to play more conservatively. SLUH also came
together, starting to play as a
team.
“When everyone is doing
their job and working as one
unit, you’ll be successful,” said
Hannah.
To open the second half,
the SLUH offense stuck to its
reliable ground game, outmuscling the Jays to grind the
ball into the red zone. Jefferson City made a stop though
and combined with a penalty,
forced SLUH to kick a field
goal, making the score 24-14.
Later in the quarter, the
Jefferson City punter missed
the snap to give the Jr. Bills
excellent field position. On
the ensuing possession, senior
Daniel Terry caught a touchdown pass to increase the lead
to 31-14.
In the fourth quarter,
Hannah found senior Daniel
McMurran for a 68-yard snag
and scamper and a 38-14 lead.
Down by multiple scores,
Jefferson City started to
scramble, going to a passing
game that had not been used
yet. The Jays found some success on their late drives, but
were only able to find the end
zone once, on a 7-yard screen
pass, but the two-point conversion was unsuccessful.
Senior Anthony Freeman, who had only started
on the defensive side of the
ball once before the game, and
sophomore Anthony Bohan-

Sophomore Micah See against MICDS on Tuesday.

(continued from page 9)

Senior AJ Hardin against Jefferson City photo | Dominik Skroska
last Friday.

non led the SLUH defensive
effort. Freeman had six tackles and a sack, and Bohannon had a team-leading seven
tackles. The only turnover of
the game was an interception
by junior Ishmale Woodard.
“Freeman held the edge
pretty well for us,” said Bender.
“I told Anthony and his
mom that we have to keep
him out until Thursday more
often so that he can come out
and do a good job every week,”
joked head coach Mike Jones.
On offense, six different runners combined for
248 total yards on the ground
and three touchdowns, and
Hannah threw for 262 yards
and two touchdowns. Hardin caught 10 passes for 162
yards and a touchdown. This
was the first week where the
SLUH offense had truly been
balanced in the success of its

attack.
“When Jeff City tried to
key on Jared and I, McMurran, Terry and other guys
stepped up. It was a good collective effort,” said Hardin.
“We run the ball well, and
when we execute and throw
the ball well, we end up being very balanced,” said Jones.
“It’s not anything schematically that we do, we just have
to make sure that we execute,
and when we do well, we see
the good results like we did.”
Tonight the Jr. Bills take
on CBC at 7 p.m. at SLUH,
looking to take down the Goliath that has been Cadet football for the past several years.
“It’s just another football
game,” said Hannah. “We are
preparing day by day.”
“It’s Spirit Week and
there are a lot of great things
going on,” said Jones. “We just
want everyone to come out
and support us.”

Theo Stephens was
named Swimmer of the
Meet against Parkway West
for completing his first-ever
diving program, and sophomore Gabe Manalang was
Swimmer of the Meet against
MICDS for pulling off a
stunning performance—his
best of the year. Big things
are expected in the future of
SLUH diving.
The team now has a
two-week stretch of mostly practices with only two
meets to break it up before
the COMO meet at Mizzou,
considered one of the biggest
meets of the year. From now
until then, the team is focus-

ing on long term goals—particularly the goals of becoming first in the state.
The last time SLUH won
State in swimming was in
2003, a finish that required
a first place finish in one
relay and two second place
finishes in the remaining relays, along with 12 individuals scoring points. Currently,
it looks like that is within
SLUH’s capabilities.
“That’s really what we’re
focusing on for the rest of the
season: trying to accumulate
that kind of depth at state,”
said coach Lindsey Ehret.
It’s going to require
work, and, particularly, grit,
Ehert’s favorite word.

photo | Mrs. Kathy Chott

SLUH has been practicing based on the following
Angela Duckworth quote:
“Grit is the relentless determination in the face of
the vast amount of practice
ahead and the inevitable obstacles that will arise.” With
the most difficult part of the
season coming up, it is important that the team can
continue to grind.
“Our team this year is
like a shark,” said sophomore Sean Santoni. “We are
fierce competitors. We’re doing whatever we can to find
food, which are the W’s, the
State cuts, etc.”

TOP 10 PERFORMANCE

FRESHMAN FOOTBALL
NIGHTBEAT

C-Football coach Adam Cruz (above) against Fort Zumwalt
North earlier in the season.

photo | courtesy of C Football

Freshman football got their first win last night, a 219 victory over Bayless. Bobby Conroy propelled the offense with two touchdowns.
“We have a lot to shore up, but it was good to get
a win,” said head coach Adam Cruz. “The guys have
worked hard and earned it.”
C Football next plays CBC on Sept. 25 at SLUH.
-compiled by Nathan Langhauser and Ben Dattilo

Juniors Reed Milnor (top) and Patrick Hetlage (bottom)

photo | Mr. James Hetlage

Two weeks ago, juniors Patrick Hetlage and Reed Milnor logged
top 10 all-time workout finishes in the history of the St. Louis
U. High cross country program. The runners finished the 5 mile
tempo run in a time of 28:44, beating out Matt Lawder, ’07, who
had recorded a time of 28:49 on 8/16/06, and Michael McLaughlin,
’12 who also recorded a time of 28:49, but on 10/12/10. This means
that the two juniors are tied for 9th all-time in the history of the
program.
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Around the Hallways
Jesuit Meetings
Last Wednesday the New
Ignatian Educators (the first
year teachers) met at the Jesuit residence for a formation
program that was led by Assistant Principal for Missions,
Jim Linhares. The meeting
was followed by prayer and
dinner.
Science Club Meeting
The Science Club had
their first meeting of the
year on Wednesday, in S302.
They discussed competitions, speakers, and field trips
for this upcoming year. The
club is looking for signups
for their first competition,
the Lexus Eco Challenge, in

which contestants will propose a solution to a local ecological issue. The club is hosting senior Tom Munsell next
Thursday to speak about his
personal research.
Theology Department Absent Thursday
On Thursday, the entire
Theology Department took
a day off campus to analyze
the results of a student survey
that was given at the beginning of the year and to review
the long-term goals of the department, cancelling all their
classes. The College Counseling department took the opportunity to talk to the freshmen and juniors.

Friday, September 22
College Counselors Meet
with Freshmen and Juniors
The College Counselors
took an opportunity to speak
to Freshmen and Juniors
when the Theology Department canceled their classes
while departing for department meetings. They talked
to the freshmen about ways to
meet people and good social
skills during conversations,
such a firm handshakes and
consistent eye contact. The juniors heard about the timeline
for the college applications
and admissions processes and
got the chance to ask college
relating questions to the counsellors.
Selective Sunday
This past Sunday, admissions representatives from the

University of Notre Dame and
Vanderbilt University came to
SLUH in an event hosted by
the college counselors. Moderated by college counselor
Kevin Crimmins, they discussed the unique aspects of
applying to highly selective
universities. The events filled
the seats of the Schulte Theater, with prospective sophomores, juniors, seniors, and
their parents
First Senior Follies Meeting
The first Senior Follies
meeting was held last Friday
during Activity Period. The
meeting, led by Dan Becvar,
was to see who was interested
in writing and to gather ideas
for this coming spring’s follies.
—Compiled by Paul
Gillam

Soccer Nightbeat

University of Arkansas
Drake University
University of Evansville
University of Mississippi
Iowa State University
snack—
Lunch Special—Pasta Bar
Vegetarian—Grilled Cheese
4:00PM C Soccer @ Vianney
5:00PM V Football vs. CBCHS

Saturday, September 23
JV/V Cross Country Invitational @ Palatine
C/JV/V2 Cross Country Invitational @ Hancock
5:30PM		
Bicentennial Mass—Arch Grounds

Monday, September 25

Regular Schedule
Senior Project Meeting
Eastern Illinois University
Millikin University
University of Tulsa
Snack—Pepperoni Bosco Stick			
Lunch Special—Toasted Ravioli
Vegetarian—Grilled Cheese
4:00PM JV Football @ CBCHS
4:30PM C Football vs. CBCHS
AP

Tuesday, September 26

In the final game of round-robin for the CYC tournament, the Jr. Bills pile drived their way to an undefeated
3-0 record heading into the semifinals after a 4-1 win over the Lindbergh Flyers. The Flyers had previously defeated
the Waterloo Bulldogs, whom the Jr. Bills only beat 3-0, 8-0.
The Jr. Bills struck early as, 5 minutes into the game, senior captain Kurt Schumacher found himself on the
receiving end of a senior Peter Kickham cross for an easy goal. Tensions flew for both teams as their aggressiveness
lead senior Billy Hughes to receive a red card, leaving the Jr. Bills to play a man down.
“Going down to 10 men early was definitely our first big test of the season,” said newly-named senior captain
Will Rudder.
However, that did not slow down the Jr. Bills as senior Ray Goedecker put up one of his own after putting a
move on multiple defenders. Rudder was next up, scoring off a header to give the team a 3-0 lead. Although Lindbergh
scored a few minutes later to head into the half, Kickham secured the win with a deep penalty kick that went top shelf,
just past the goalie. With the 4-1 win over the Flyers, the team heads to the semifinals, facing Kirkwood tonight at 6
at Soccer Park. —compiled by Stephen Ocampo

Jesuit universities set up tables in Commons
Top left: Students discussing future at a university.
Top right: A student experiences Regis campus in virtual
reality.
Bottom: Students crowded around various tables set up for
universities.

Regular Schedule

AP

Regular Schedule

AP
University of Pennsylvania
Snack—Mini Taco
Lunch Special—Taco Bar
Vegetarian—Olive Oil Pasta
Monmouth College
University of Oklahoma
4:00PM JV Soccer @ Vianney
C Soccer vs. CBCHS
5:30PM B Soccer vs. CBCHS
6:00PM Alumni Mother’s Club Opening Meeting
7:00PM V Soccer vs. CBCHS

Wednesday, September 27 Regular Schedule
AP

Sophomore Class Retreat Meeting
Bellarmine University
Drury University
University of Minnesota, Madison
Snack—Chicken Bites
Lunch Special—Hand-breaded Chicken strips
Vegetarian—Black Bean Burger
Art Retreat Begins
4:30PM Swimming @ Lafayette

Thursday, September 28

Mass Schedule
Reunion Weekend Begins
AP
Snack—Bosco Stick
Lunch Special—Papa John’s Pizza
Vegetarian—Sweet Potatoes
University of Kentucky
Savannah College of Art and Design
4:00PM JV Soccer @ De Smet
C Soccer vs. Mehlville
5:30PM B Soccer vs. Mehlville

Friday, September 29

No Classes

Art Retreat returns
7:00PM V Football @ Vianney
calendar | Liam John

SLUH Tweet of the
Week: Mr. David
Laughlin
@Sluhpresident
“So, this is, ummmmm awesome! #AttackoftheMisseys.
AMDG @SLUHPrepNews”
photos | Joe Hillmeyer
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